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Accelerate your sales cycle today



● Accelerate sales processes with built-in CRM functionalities 

● Highly flexible

● Easy configurations

● Scalable to any enterprise, pricing and quotation solution

● Applicable to a variety of industries in the market

ABOUT CPQ
LowCodify CPQ solution is a one-stop solution for managing your leads and close deals faster by helping you 

configure, price, quote, negotiate, manage and automate workflows across multiple verticals in the market today



The CPQ market share from 2021-2026 is 

predicted to reach USD 1.65 billion and has a 

progressing compound annual growth rate(CAGR) 

of 14.13%

50% of sales time is wasted on unproductive 

prospecting and error correction.

74% of people are likely to switch brands if 

they find the purchasing process too difficult.

73% of all people point to customer experience as 

an important factor in their purchasing decisions

Almost 75% of contract processes are not 

automated

61% of employees typically access four or 

more systems to get the information they 

need to do their jobs

PROBLEM



HOW CPQ IS CHANGING THESE NUMBERS

40% of human errors are eliminated by CPQ solutions. 

Sales cycles are shortened by 28% and the average deal size is 
increased by 105%

Companies experience a 17% higher lead conversion rate with 
CPQ software

CPQ reduces the number of quote revisions by 13%

26% more sales reps achieve their quota with CPQ software



BENEFITS

Convenient Products/Services 
configuration and pricing

Data driven sales guidance 

Workflow and Approvals 

Reduced Costs in Sales Operations

Increasing Sales Effectiveness, 
Efficiency, and Velocity with 
Analytics

E-signature and delivery



LOWCODIFY CPQ



CPQ IS APPLICABLE TO MANY INDUSTRIES



ABOUT LOWCODIFY
LowCodify was created to bring together the power of the Creatio low code platform with the digital transformation experience of Mitra. We 

exist to accelerate innovation and software development for our clients. We help them create new solutions at previously unattainable 

speeds as well as launch, scale, operate, and evolve them in life. By using our highly flexible, well proven RAD framework for low code 

innovation we help clients achieve outstanding results, in record time and at an unbeatable price.

70+
CLIENTS

200+
TOP ENGINEERS

20
COUNTRIES
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Delivery 
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Experienced in 
delivering within 

APAC




